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590a Wednesday, March 4, 2009always occur on funneled energy landscapes. We introduce a theoretical frame-
work to understand folding in the presence of metastable and intermediate
states by considering the statistics of protein conformational dynamics on rug-
ged energy landscapes. Our analysis reveals that, even for the most frustrated
proteins, reliable folding can occur on rugged energy landscapes and is sensi-
tive to the rate that external parameters are adjusted to induce folding. When
folding is reliable, there is always a well-defined reaction path leading to the
native state.
We test the predictions of our statistical analysis using simulations of a model
protein. In the accompanying figure we plot the probability P to inhabit the na-
tive state after inducing folding by reducing the temperature at rate r. Reliable
folding only occurs below a limiting rate that is correctly predicted by theory
(red line).3038-Pos Board B85
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The Biomolecular Bundle Space is presented as a topological space with a finite
group structure of size 36, DOGU. The helical patterns of 2D-strings replace vi-
brational patterns of 1D-strings. Possible configurations of these helical pat-
terns form 9 distinct polyhedra, from tetrahedron to icosahedron, and the fun-
damental element is a pair of equilateral triangles forming the diamond simplex.
These polyhedra are distributed over the 3D-branes reflecting the DOGU group
structure. The two-sheet 3D-branes are a torus for the sheet having the symmet-
ric diamond simplex, and a Klein bottle for that having the asymmetric diamond
simplex. The torus brane represents the backbone structure of the nucleic acids,
DNA, RNAs and the Klein bottle brane that of proteins. We present the funda-
mental elements of the bundle space B and its projection p to the corresponding
base space X. The base space has, as a translational symmetry, congruence
(mod 6). The transcription code (Genetic Tableau) is directed by the Transcrip-
tion Shuttle tetrahedron, the translation code (tRNAþrRNA) by the Translation
Key truncated tetrahedron, and the Rene´ Thom Cobordism code (Protein Space)
by the entire set of 9 distinct polyhedra of the biomolecular bundle space. The
relative rotational energies of the polyhedral elements of the DOGU group are
calculated by the organizing centers of the Rene´ Thom’s catastrophes. This
classification provides a unified approach to analyze the relationships within
the bundle space.
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Explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of protein folding offer
information on the protein folding process with tremendous temporal and spa-
tial resolution. Long timescale protein folding trajectories can aid in interpre-
tation of experimentally observed protein folding kinetics, and in the design
of new fast-folding mutants. At the same time, protein folding simulations offer
a demanding test for MD force fields to assess their accuracy in describing
long-timescale conformational transitions in proteins. Until recently, however,
little overlap existed between the timescales accessible to simulations and the
time required for small proteins to fold. Recent experimental advances have
lead to the discovery and characterization of a variety of proteins which fold
on the 1-10 microsecond timescale; at the same time, increased computational
power has made multiple microsecond timescales accessible for explicit sol-
vent MD simulations.We performed multiple-microsecond folding simulations of two well-charac-
terized fast-folding proteins, namely the villin headpiece subdomain and
Pin1 WW domain. The villin headpiece folds to a native state after ~6 micro-
seconds of molecular dynamics simulation. Furthermore, a common folding
mechanism is observed in multiple simulations from different starting condi-
tions, where all secondary structure elements form over 1-2 microseconds after
an initial hydrophobic collapse, but the native structure is only obtained after
a complete dissociation and rearrangement of the secondary structure elements
relative to each other. In the case of the WW domain, the protein misfolds in all
simulated folding attempts. Conformational free energy calculations indicate
that the WW domain’s native state, a three-stranded beta sheet, is significantly
higher (~ 9 kcal/mol) in free energy for the force field (CHARMM22/CMAP)
used than several misfolded helical structures obtained from folding simula-
tions. Our results agree with several other recent studies in suggesting a bias
toward helical secondary structure in modern MD force fields.
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The fast folding, 35-residue villin headpiece, HP35, has been at the center of
numerous protein folding rate simulations. Eaton et al. have experimentally fol-
lowed the folding with the N27H mutant, plausibly because the protonated
His27 quenches the fluorescence from Trp23 in the folded form by electron
transfer, but not when unfolded. Because of this, at least in some simulations
of the folding, a major criterion for the folded form is close proximity of
His27 to Trp 23. Protonated His is indeed a potent quencher of Trp fluorescence
in solution and in some, but not all, proteins. For quenching to occur the energy
of the Trp-to-His charge transfer(CT) state must be low enough to be in reso-
nance with the excited state of the Trp. This resonance is dictated by the electric
potential difference between the Trp and His due to local protein environment.
In some proteins the electric field enables quenching, and in others it does not.
We have carried out QM-MM simulations of quenching by His cation for Trp23
in in villin, Trp94 in barnase and Trp138 in Q105H T4 lysozyme using ab initio
electronic coupling [Callis et al J. Phys. Chem. B; 2007; 111(35); 10335-
10339] Preliminary results indicate that for villin and T4 lysozyme the lowest
CT state is that of the amide backbone of Trp. In contrast, the lowest CT state
for barnase has His cation as the electron acceptor. We have also computed
electronic coupling matrix elements between 3-methylindole and imidazole
cation for all three proteins. The average coupling is 58, 329, and 2 cm-1 for
the T4 lysozyme, barnase, and villin cases, respectively, suggesting that the
change of Trp fluorescence upon folding in villin is not because of queching
by His27.
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The enormous sociological impact of neurodegenerative diseases (like Alz-
heimer disease, Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies, Parkinson dis-
ease, etc.) has pushed the attention of researchers towards the study of the
roˆle played by metals in the misfolding process, as they are regarded as a pos-
sible concurrent cause of protein aggregation and plaque formation.
Metals are, in fact, essential players in many of the fundamental activities of
cells. Storing, metabolism and trafficking of metals through the cellular mem-
brane and within the cytoplasm is mediated by many proteins via well tuned
mechanisms because of the toxicity of free ions.
With a combination of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) technique and
numerical ab initio simulations we have investigated the physico-chemical ba-
sis of the aggregation phenomenon, which is suspected to be at the basis of the
development of the amyloidosis.
In this presentation we will summarize the results of the our experimental and
numerical investigations aimed at understanding the possible roˆle of Cu in sta-
bilizing the Prion protein
structure and in the formation of protein polymers.
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The string method with swarm of trajectories is applied here to find the most
probable folding pathways of the 35-residue villin headpiece subdomain
(HP35). The converged pathway, represented by 61 discrete images, fully
